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Abstract: Graph analytics on a single PC is becoming more
and more attractive recently since it provides a good
alternative choice for casual users. Furthermore, while most
existing solutions focus on static graph storage and
computations, graphs representing real-world scenarios are
dynamically changing along with time, a.k.a temporal
graphs. The analytics on such a graph is time-sensitive,
which means that different results could be derived even if
the same computation is applied on the same graph in
different time periods. Therefore, retrieving the
corresponding graph parts which are defined as temporal
subgraphs under given temporal conditions is the
foundation to enable comprehensive time-sensitive analytics
on temporal graphs. However, this is challenging to achieve
on a single PC. In this paper, we develop a lightweight
engine called LiTe-Graph to efficiently store temporal graphs
and conduct temporal subgraph queries on a single PC. To
comply with the resource restrictions, LiTe-Graph makes
extra efforts on reducing data storage and index size. To
optimize the query performance, the temporal hashing index
is adopted and improved in LiTe-Graph. Together with
existing graph analytic algorithms, LiTe-Graph is able to
serve time-sensitive analytics for a new broad set of
applications on a single PC. The LiTe-graph engine is
evaluated using diverse real-world temporal graphs with up
to billion- edges. The extensive experimental evaluations
demonstrate that LiTe-Graph can efficiently facilitate large-
scale temporal graph analytics with limited computing
resources for casual users.
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Time-Sensitive Analytics on Temporal Graphs

☞ Lock-free parallel computing solves the multi-passes issue

System Parameter Analysis

Temporal SubgraphQuery Performance

😃 32 GB Memory ($300) for temporal graphs with 1 billion edges
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Redundant Temporal Hashing Space

PDF for Edge Duration
For a given set of tokens
⊘r, ⊘s, 𝑡u and 𝑡v, 

Retrieve
𝑒x 𝑢, 𝑣, 𝑡r, 𝑡s ∈ 𝐸(𝑡)

Satisfying
𝑡r ⊘r 𝑡u and 𝑡s ⊘s 𝑡v,
where ⊘r and ⊘s are 

relation symbols,
𝑡u and 𝑡v are the temporal 

predicates


